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Abstract: Pattern identification for weather and climate research can benefit from quantum machine learning. The issues that will 

benefit the most from quantum speedup are those that are naturally parallelizable. Future predictions indicate that quantum artificial 

intelligence will be a potent technology. Computer vision and sequencing algorithms that can be used on powerful quantum computers 

are among the advancements in the field of quantum artificial intelligence. One component, namely the creation of high performance 

quantum computing hardware, would be the driving force behind all these developments. For huge N, a quantum processor's 

simulation capabilities seem to be simply unmatched by their conventional equivalent, which might allow for the resolution of difficult 

and technologically relevant physics and chemistry problems. Assuming that feasible large - scale devices can be constructed and 

installed in a reasonable length of time, the objective of quantum computers is not merely to speed up present calculations. Models 

based on partial differential equations only explicitly resolve physical processes operating at spatial scales greater than the grid size; 

processes operating at smaller scales, such as clouds and deep convection, are represented by approximate empirical relationships 

known as parameterizations. It is still unclear i) to what extent quantum computers can offer optimisation advantages over classical 

algorithms in important applications of interest, and ii) when we can expect to realise such advantages in terms of both hardware and 

algorithm development. This is true even though optimisation offers a wide range of potential quantum computing applications related 

to climate change. This review paper analyses the three types of quantum processes that can be used to solve climate issues. Some of 

them are Quantum Simulation, Quantum Optimization and Quantum Sensing.  
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1. Introduction 
 

Over the last few decades, the Earth's average temperature 

has risen sharply, resulting in a wide range of global - scale 

effects including glacier melt, sea level rise, and a spike in 

the frequency of extreme weather. Due to the increased 

atmospheric carbon pollution brought on by the usage of 

fossil fuels throughout the industrial period, many changes 

have occurred. Today's average Earth temperature is around 

1 degree Celsius (C) warmer than it was before the industrial 

revolution. The Earth system may lurch through a cascading 

sequence of "tipping points, " or states of no return, causing 

an irreversible transition to a hotter planet, according to 

recent scientific advancements. Climate models have 

become crucial for analysing how the Earth's climate is 

changing, especially how it will respond to anthropogenic 

forcing in the future. The world - wide solution of sets of 

linked partial differential equations is required for climate 

modelling. These models are run on high performance 

supercomputers that operate at rates of petaflops and more. 

They simulate the physical components of the Earth system, 

including the atmosphere, ocean, land, cryosphere, and 

biosphere, as well as the interactions between them. The 

world is divided into grids of a specific size, determined by 

the model resolution, to operate. After that, the dynamical 

equations are solved to provide output fields that have been 

averaged over the grid's size.  

 

The models based on partial differential equations, therefore, 

only explicitly resolve physical processes operating at 

spatial scales larger than the grid size; processes operating at 

finer scales, such as clouds and deep convection, are 

represented by approximate empirical relationships known 

as parameterizations. This poses at least two major 

difficulties: The first is that even the most advanced climate 

models have grid sizes that are no lower than roughly 25 km, 

limiting their usefulness for regional climate forecasts and, 

consequently, for targeted policies. The second point is that 

the regional climate is frequently crucially shaped by 

physical processes organising at sub - grid sizes. Therefore, 

it is recognised that large uncertainties and biases in climate 

models are caused by mistakes in their parameterizations.  

 

Since interactions between the oceans, atmosphere, and land 

are complicated and nonlinear, many biophysical processes 

are also still poorly understood. Therefore, quick progress is 

required to 'downscale' climate model forecasts to higher 

resolutions, enhancing parameterizations of sub - grid scale 

processes and quantifying as yet poorly understood non - 

linear feedbacks in the climate system. The fast expansion of 

the essential computing infrastructure, such as memory, 

processing power, and storage, is a considerable barrier to 

enhancing model resolution. A weather model that simply 

includes the atmosphere is complex. Recently, a 1km grid 

size was used in an experimental mode with Convection 

explicitly resolved. In spite of using 960 compute nodes on 

SUMMIT, one of the world's fastest supercomputers with a 

peak speed of about 150 petaflops, the simulation only 

managed to recreate one week each day over a four - month 

period. To conduct in - depth research on climate change, a 

full - scale climate model that includes linked modules for 

the biosphere, cryosphere, ocean, and land must collectively 

simulate thousands of years. There have lately been 

suggestions for a push towards "exascale computing" 

(computing at exaflop speeds) in climate research in order to 

overcome the difficulty of this enormous scaling increase in 

computer power.  
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Although the technology may be feasible, there are several 

practical issues, such as how many data centres will be able 

to buy the required hardware and the roughly GW scale 

power needs of exascale computing, which will require 

specialised power plants to allow it. For optimising 

parameterizations of sub - grid size processes, similar 

obstacles occur. Over the last several decades, a flood of 

observational data on important climate variables has been 

generated through satellite and ground - based observations. 

These datasets, however, are prone to a number of 

unknowns, including data gaps and mistakes that occurred 

during data gathering, storage, and transmission. Processing 

and extracting useful information from this massive data 

flood is the new challenge.  

 

2. Background 
 

There are many reasons as to why AI has many 

shortcomings in solving climate science issues. First, many 

parts of the environmental catastrophe are still unknown, 

despite the scientific community's agreement on the 

fundamental facts relating to climate change. This involves 

the explanation of happenings and observations in the past 

and present, as well as the precise forecasting of future 

results. Understanding of high - dimensional climate 

information and trend predictions are already made easier by 

AI's capacity to analyse vast volumes of unstructured, multi 

- dimensional data using advanced optimisation approaches. 

Artificial intelligence (AI) techniques have been used to 

forecast changes in the global mean temperature, predict 

climatic and oceanic phenomena like El Nio, cloud systems, 

and tropical instability waves, and better understand certain 

aspects of the weather system, like rainfall both generally 

and in specific locations, like Malaysia. These techniques 

have also been used to predict water demand and its 

repercussions.  

 

AI methods may also be used to predict additional 

downstream effects, such as patterns of human migration, as 

well as extreme weather occurrences that are more frequent 

as a result of global climate change. In many instances, 

artificial intelligence (AI) approaches can aid in accelerating 

or enhancing current forecasting and prediction systems, for 

instance by automatically categorising climate modelling 

data, refining atmospheric simulation approximations, and 

distinguishing the signal from noise in climate 

measurements.  

 

Second, to successfully battle climate change, a wide range 

of solutions are needed. These measures generally include 

both lowering already - occurring consequences of climate 

change and increasing emissions through decarbonization to 

stop future warming. For instance, according to a 2018 

Microsoft/PwC analysis, applying AI to environmental 

applications by 2030 may increase global GDP by 3.1 to 

4.4% while lowering greenhouse gas emissions by 1.5 to 4% 

compared to the "business as usual" scenario. Many of these 

solutions already heavily rely on a variety of AI - based 

methodologies. One example of this is energy efficiency in 

industry, particularly the petrochemical industry. The carbon 

footprint of concrete used in building, industrial pollution in 

China, and even energy efficiency in shipping have all been 

studied at a high level using AI. Other research has 

examined the application of AI to anticipate building energy 

use, manage the electrical grid, and evaluate the 

sustainability of food use.  

 

In several of these research, the potential application of AI - 

based techniques is demonstrated in simulation and/or on a 

small scale. However, if developed further and scaled up, the 

tactics described might have a significant influence on 

society and the global economy.  

 

There are instances when AI - based methodologies might 

enhance comprehension of and assist efficient responses to 

climate change, notably in the realm of policymaking. AI, 

for instance, may assist in predicting carbon emissions based 

on current patterns and in monitoring the sequestration of 

carbon, which actively removes carbon from the 

atmosphere. AI techniques have also been used to evaluate 

the feasibility and probable effects of significant policy 

changes and other societal changes. This comprises top - 

down legislative measures, such carbon tax schemes and 

carbon trading systems, as well as the detection and 

assessment of the factors related to various forms of 

transportation, as well as the optimisation of the architecture 

for sharing and charging electric vehicles. Each of these 

could increase the accessibility and use of cleaner transit 

choices.  

 

In addition to this suggestive data, the expanding application 

of AI to combat climate change may also be viewed from a 

higher perspective by significant institutions and expansive 

efforts. The Machine Learning for Earth and Climate 

Sciences initiative at the European Lab for Learning & 

Intelligent Systems (ELLIS) seeks to "model and understand 

the Earth system with Machine Learning and Process 

Understanding. " In order to give "forecasting on the impact 

of climate change and responding to societal challenges, " 

the European Space Agency has also launched the Digital 

Twin Earth Challenge. On the academic front, the 

iMIRACLI initiative, funded by the EC, will assist 15 PhD 

students from nine European universities in "developing 

machine learning solutions to deliver a breakthrough in 

climate research, " with doctoral projects starting in the 

autumn of 2020.  

 

Quantum Simulation 

 

The simulation capabilities provided by a quantum processor 

appear to be simply unmatched by their conventional 

equivalent for big N, which might allow the resolution of 

challenging and technologically significant physics and 

chemistry issues.  

 

The goal of quantum computers is not just to accelerate 

current calculations, presuming that workable large - scale 

devices can be created and implemented in a reasonable 

amount of time. First, before investing a significant amount 

of time and money in the laboratory, researchers might 

theoretically model the behaviour of, for example, novel 

photovoltaics, battery materials, and fuels to a degree of 

precision that is currently inconceivable. Although there are 

presently a lot of helpful materials and chemical simulations 

run on conventional computers, their inaccurate findings are 

sometimes only useful for making qualitative judgements or 
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weeding out unsuitable choices. Second, one may undertake 

virtual screenings of millions (or more) of molecules for 

specific uses using a quantum computer, with great 

confidence in the correctness of the findings.  

 

Second, as opposed to the mid - to low - confidence findings 

provided by present supercomputer simulations, a quantum 

computer would allow for the virtual screening of millions 

(or more) of molecules for specific uses.  

 

Therefore, it seems that the real question is not whether a 

quantum computer can help with the development of clean 

technology, but rather if a sufficiently durable quantum 

computer can be created in time. We discuss ways a 

quantum computer, assuming a workable device is created in 

the next 10–20 years, may become a beneficial instrument to 

help address the climate issue, despite the enormous 

obstacles that lie ahead.  

 

Different simulation methods are needed for various 

physical phenomena or processes. For instance, different 

methods are employed to examine the dynamics of a 

solvated chemical reaction than to determine the ground 

state of an atomic nucleus. Algorithmic differences can 

result from differing target quantities or observables, but 

they can also result from some elements of the issue being 

amenable to solution using hybrid computational 

approaches. As a result, it is helpful to group applications 

according to the required physical quantity or observable.  

 

Massive improvements in chemistry and materials science 

have been made since the development of supercomputers. 

The majority of materials science and chemistry issues are 

still unsolvable by traditional or 'classical' computers, 

despite the development of ever - innovative algorithms and 

the rising accessibility of large - scale computing power. 

Intractability is frequently just a byproduct of these issues' 

quantum mechanics. Consequently, quantum computing 

(QC) has enormous promise for facilitating developments in 

these fields.  

 

There are methods based on the phase - estimation 

technique, however they are too expensive to be used with 

early quantum technology. The variational quantum 

eigensolver (VQE), which necessitates the employment of a 

(potentially flawed) quantum computer and a tightly coupled 

classical computer, is an alternative to this method. In fact, 

the majority of "near - term" algorithms come within the 

VQE category and are under active development in both the 

academic and commercial realms.  

 

It's also important to remember that while creating a 

quantum algorithm, the quantum circuit depth must be taken 

into account in addition to the qubit count. The depth 

roughly equates to the quantity of computations required to 

carry out an algorithm.  

 

Circuit - depth is presently the biggest barrier preventing the 

implementation of quantum computation, as demonstrated 

by the fact that even the most advanced quantum computers 

are unable to consistently reach a depth of more than 100 

steps. Therefore, future research in this area must continue 

to concentrate on lowering the circuit depth through 

algorithmic advancements.  

 

Unsurprisingly, a second rule of thumb is that simpler 

systems will be easier to simulate than complicated ones. 

Therefore, it is more likely that a problem type that is 

defined by an energy function or cost function with a 

number of terms that grows linearly with system size would 

be effectively handled before one that grows, for example, 

quadratically. The circuit depth of a simulation is likely to 

rise if the number of terms does not scale well with system 

size.  

 

The notion that any application of climate may benefit from 

quantum processing is an intriguing one, even if it seems 

doubtful that the first practical quantum simulation would be 

the one that is most pertinent to climate. This text will serve 

as a guide for future scholars as they choose where to 

concentrate their efforts.  

 

Quantum Optimization 

 

In spite of the fact that optimisation offers a wide range of 

potential quantum computing applications related to climate 

change, it is still not clear i) to what extent quantum 

computers can offer optimisation advantages over classical 

algorithms in important applications of interest, and ii) when 

we can expect to realise such advantages in terms of both 

hardware and algorithm development. In fact, research on 

quantum methods to optimisation is still ongoing, both in 

terms of generic algorithms and particular applications for 

both current and future hardware. Additionally, optimisation 

shows the possibility for many quantum advantage modes, 

particularly in situations of precise or approximate 

optimisation (including heuristics), which are suitable for 

various applications in different ways, as well as sampling 

issues.  

 

The limits of current or forthcoming technology, as well as 

the reality that we frequently already have excellent 

polynomial time exact or approximation classical methods, 

provide two unique obstacles. On the other hand, the 

potential for quantum computational advantage remains 

tantalising and more study is needed to uncover the most 

promising applications because it is thought that these 

quantum algorithms are generally not effectively classically 

simulatable.  

 

A greater range of algorithms are available on far - field 

quantum devices, which are often thought of in a fault - 

tolerant regime. On fault - tolerant quantum devices, all of 

the near - term algorithms previously listed are anticipated to 

perform better. Similar to this, improved hardware will 

enable the reliable deployment of bigger quantum circuits 

and the solution of larger problems (for instance, QAOA on 

n qubits (variables) with the number of layers increasing as 

log n or poly (n)). Once more, concerns about the potential 

benefits of these technologies are optimistic but uncertain. In 

the future, if we take into account algorithms that are 

permitted to run for longer than polynomial time in the input 

size, the argument for the quantum advantage is potentially 

stronger.  
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Grover's technique for quantum search, which produces 

quadratic speedup and in some situations can achieve a 

comparable speedup of conventional algorithms, is the 

canonical example. Recent extensions of these concepts 

include the use of branch - and - bound and backtracking 

tree search as provable speedups (under specific 

assumptions) for conventional optimisation algorithms, such 

as constraint satisfaction problems, mathematical 

programming, and partial differential equations. These 

algorithms are much less likely to offer a computational 

advantage in applications to climate change in the near 

future because they have strict quantum hardware 

requirements (i. e., sufficiently low error rates and long 

coherence times), but they still represent an important future 

research direction.  

 

Here are some of the examples for optimization, Energy and 

power: real - time allocation and routing with immediate 

potential for energy and power savings, for example, issues 

with static or dynamic grid optimisation (such as load 

balancing or unit commitment), batteries, renewable energy, 

and real - time wireless networks. System layout: designing 

buildings, factories, and supply chains; examples include the 

positioning of wind turbines, the design of hybrid energy 

systems, and applications in the automotive sector. 

Transportation networks: enhancements, such as traffic flow 

and navigation, enable immediate carbon reductions. 

Distribution networks: enhanced scheduling and resource 

allocation, including possible gains in shipping, water 

distribution, buildings, and city planning. Climate adaptation 

and mitigation measures include lowering carbon emissions, 

biodiversity preservation, climate and weather forecasting, 

and adaptability.  

 

3. Analysis 
 

Deep learning - based physics techniques have been 

developed in recent research. These investigations, however, 

are still in their early phases of proof - of - principle 

research. AI can help with problems like the spherical nature 

of Earth's data, complicated and nonlinear spatiotemporal 

dynamics, and others to create better climate models. To 

alleviate the spatial inaccuracies caused by sphericity, a 

number of approaches have been proposed, including cubed 

spheres and tangent planes. By merging high - resolution 

information, more extensive training, and hyper parameter 

optimisation, QAI may further build sophisticated physical 

methods employing AI. The ability to parallelize the job in 

issue for training is a need for quantum speedup of classical 

AI. Modern frameworks like TensorFlow and PyTorch have 

the ability to parallelize both data and models.  

 

They must be improved in order to be used by future 

industrial scale quantum computers, even if they have 

already been released for quantum computers. Modern 

quantum computer implementations are only capable of 

manipulating and controlling on the scale of 100 qubits, but 

any real - world applications where quantum computers may 

consistently beat conventional computers are thought to call 

for on the order of a million qubits. This poses a significant 

technological problem. Entanglement, which is at the core of 

quantum computing, but also a delicate resource that is 

easily destroyed by even the smallest disruption (known as 

"decoherence"). Therefore, it could be a while before 

quantum computers are usable. Recent developments 

demonstrated how volcanic eruptions might compel the 

linkage of the South Asian Monsoon and the El Nino 

Southern Oscillation systems. Such studies are essential for 

improving our understanding of the climate system and how 

it responds to different forces. They take a long time to 

finish and are computationally difficult.  

 

Quantum Sensing 

 

In order to evaluate and address challenges related to climate 

change, sensors are an essential piece of technology. 

Modern, cutting - edge sensing technologies are already in 

use to track a number of aspects of climate change, 

including air concentrations of specific greenhouse gas 

emissions and the optical characteristics of aerosol particles. 

In order to measure their surroundings, quantum sensors 

provide a new paradigm that allows for efficiencies and 

correlations that are not feasible in the classical world.  

 

They are projected to have revolutionary effects when 

applied to climate change, from power to environmental 

monitoring.  

Sensing includes navigation, metrology, imaging, and 

detection. Electric and magnetic fields, motion (including 

speed, rotation, and gravity), and optical signals are among 

the things that may be monitored. 

  

The power of quantum effectively translates into a 

significant step - function shift; orders of magnitude gains in 

sensitivity, selectivity, or resource efficiency may be 

possible with quantum sensors. Quantum sensors, for 

instance, allow for extremely accurate measurements of 

electric and magnetic fields across a wide range of 

frequencies, drift - free operation, eliminating the need for 

calibration, the capacity to detect changes in gravity to 

reveal potential indicators of climate change, non - line - of - 

sight imaging, and navigation in environments without GPS.  

 

One of the most significant ways mankind can significantly 

reduce greenhouse gas emissions is through decarbonizing 

our energy source. Through enhanced material 

characterization and quantum coherent approaches, 

improved remote - sensing for the identification of 

promising geothermal sources or other renewable energy 

resources, and more efficient nuclear plant monitoring, 

quantum sensors provide a path to higher efficiency solar 

cells and higher solar fuel conversion efficiency. Quantum 

sensing may also lessen the effects on the present system as 

humanity moves away from fossil fuels by enhancing the 

maintenance and leak detection of fossil fuel infrastructure.  

 

Electric mobility is predicted to gain a sizable market share 

as it continues to dominate new vehicle investments. There 

are now technological problems with the diagnosis and 

prediction of the health of the batteries in electric vehicles, 

which presents a chance to enhance battery performance and 

longevity. For instance, measurement challenges prevent the 

use of state - of - the - art techniques to assess Solid 

Electrolyte Interphase, a crucial parameter in battery 

performance. By increasing our knowledge of battery 

deterioration mechanisms, quantum sensors could be able to 
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aid with these difficulties. It's important to note that battery 

diagnostics already use neutron interferometry.  

 

Monitoring greenhouse gases is essential for determining the 

severity of climate change. Methane, carbon dioxide, and 

other gases are monitored using satellites in many different 

contexts. Quantum sensors may be able to overcome the 

difficulty of obtaining accurate readings of methane in 

particular due to spectrum interference from other gases in 

spectroscopy. Quantum sensors may potentially be used to 

detect and track greenhouse gas emissions across wide 

regions, such peatlands, using satellite technology. 

Additionally, aerosols, which are significant contributors to 

climate change, now have sensing constraints that might be 

overcome by quantum technology.  

 

The dynamics of ice sheet melting and sea level rise are 

essential components of climate change models.  

 

Important information for climate modellers would be 

provided by their monitoring, which would be enabled by 

optical qualities suited for quantum sensing. Quantum 

gravimeters placed in orbit might also help us comprehend a 

wider range of global climate indicators and mechanisms, 

such as changes in the earth's mass, how the planet reacts to 

natural and human - caused pressures, and the observation of 

polar areas, for example.  

Reducing the amount of climate change caused by industry 

can be accomplished by monitoring particular and pertinent 

environmental objectives. Precision farming and livestock 

management are some interesting uses. By identifying 

biomarkers of methane emissions in cattle, for instance, 

breeders may be able to choose calves that produce less of 

the greenhouse gas and ultimately reduce agricultural 

greenhouse gas emissions.  

 

The ability of quantum sensors to scan magnetic fields with 

previously unheard - of performance may speed up the 

development of smart materials for a range of applications 

that are directly related to climate change.  

 

For instance, the ability to map heterogeneous magnetic 

materials with submicron resolution now available gives the 

opportunity to probe multi - phase magnetic solids for 

information processing beyond Moore's law (with 

corresponding improvements to energy performance).  

 

4. Conclusion 
 

Research suggests that the emergence of powerful and 

precise quantum computers may offer effective ways to 

model a wide range of difficult physical systems that are 

essential to address climate change - related issues in the 

energy, industrial processes, atmospheric research, and other 

fields. Similarly, quantum techniques to optimisation may be 

advantageous for direct climate modelling and mitigation, 

systems layout, transportation, and distribution. However, 

more research is needed to determine exactly how these 

approaches differ from conventional computers. In general, 

using quantum computers might be advantageous due to 

both their increased speed in some use - cases and their 

increased energy efficiency. Given that they can increase 

sensitivity, selectivity, and efficiency benefits over a wide 

range of application areas, quantum sensors may be useful 

for mitigating climate change. In any situation, it's critical to 

keep track of and analyse the particular applications having 

the biggest impacts, as well as research technical 

advancements like enhanced hardware and algorithms in 

order to enable their effective deployment as soon as 

feasible.  

 

5. Future Directions 
 

In Quantum Optimization, One can see that more work 

needs to be done to develop the connections between such 

potential computational advantages and the resulting real - 

world impacts if one takes quantum approaches to problems 

related to smart - charging of electric vehicles into 

consideration and observes performance competitive with 

classical methods. How to prepare quantum datasets, how to 

create quantum machine learning algorithms, how to mix 

quantum and conventional computations, and how to 

recognise possible quantum advantage in learning tasks are 

the main issues facing industrial - scale QAI. For instance, a 

research published recently in the journal Science Advances 

showed how volcanic eruptions might compel the linkage of 

the South Asian Monsoon and the El Nino Southern 

Oscillation systems. Such studies are essential for improving 

our understanding of the climate system and how it responds 

to different forces. They take a long time to finish and are 

computationally difficult. Large ensemble climate 

simulations are a field where quantum computing and 

quantum AI still need to be developed. Future research areas 

include Quantum Machine Learning which is a field of study 

called quantum machine learning investigates how concepts 

from quantum computing and machine learning interact and 

Quantum approaches to Differential Equations for climate 

science.  
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